N E W YO R K C I T Y
In the living room of a 1920s
apartment on New York’s
Upper East Side, which was
designed by Tom Scheerer with
the architect Gil P. Schafer, the
sofa, in a Lee Jofa velvet, is custom. The side chair (left), in a
Holland & Sherry fabric, and
club chairs (right), in a Borderline fabric, were re-covered by
Luther Quintana Upholstery.
The 1950s Danish desk is by
Jacob Kjaer, the rug is by
Brunschwig & Fils, and the curtains are of a Kravet tweed.
The artwork above the
19th-century French marble
mantel is by Robert Motherwell, and the painting above
the sofa is by Howard Hodgkin.
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IN A PARK AVENUE APARTMENT, TOM SCHEERER
CREATES A PICTURE OF GRACIOUS LIVING WITHOUT EVER
SACRIFICING THE COOL ELEGANCE OF NEW YORK.
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HERE ARE SEVERAL WAYS TO MAKE A DECORATOR

go crazy. Pinterest is a good one. Bringing your
children to every meeting could be another. But
one of the most diabolical methods, right at the
top, is asking a designer to do his or her best work all
over again. Not because one isn’t glad to have the job,
mind you, but because creatively there is almost no
bigger challenge than reimagining a space to which
you’ve already given your best shot. This is the story
of one time when that challenge (ahem, opportunity)
did go really, really well—one that involves Tom
Scheerer and one of his most loyal clients, refereed by
the architect Gil P. Schafer.
If you follow Scheerer’s work, you may recognize
this apartment, in one of the most quietly elegant buildings on the Upper East Side: It appeared on the cover of
his first book, Tom Scheerer Decorates, in 2013. It also
conta i n s my favor ite
Scheerer space, a dining
room with one foot in
the coral-glazed past and
the other on the pulse
of the moment, all contemporary photography
paired with an Allegra
Hicks rug. Scheerer has
been work i ng on t he
apartment since the mid1980s, room by room, all
the time maintaining a
close friendship with the
client. This is a tale of its
rebirth—but first, a word
about context.
There’s a certain take
on how to live well in
New York that’s nearly
gone now but, like most
things on the brink of
extinction, still has a lot
to teach us. There was a
time when knowing how
to keep an elegant house
in the city was a small
club. The buildings were
few; the people in them
who might be served a
cheese puff on a silver tray knew that it came from
William Poll; the gin was cold, and the jazz was hot.
Not anymore. The intersection of privilege and family
life on the Upper East Side is alive and well, but with
a new and more opulent vocabulary involving SUVs,
Barbour jackets, and Jeff Koons. This apartment represents the opposite—a friendly, natural, dog-centric
take on patrician New York style. There are piles of
books and family photographs. Flowers are not
bought, they’re brought in from the country. There is
a smoking room. Cheese puff?
“Emotionally, I just wasn’t ready to leave,” says the
homeowner. “My mother moved a lot.” It’s impossible
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to understand the life in these pictures without appreciating the central importance to it of family: The client’s mother was the late Lady Sarah Consuelo
Spencer-Churchill, the life of the party—whether she
was dancing the limbo in Jamaica, where she had a
home, or hobnobbing in international café society. In
childhood, the owner was very close to (and for a time
lived with) her great-grandmother, Consuelo Vanderbilt Balsan, former Duchess of Marlborough. A portrait
by Sargent of this legendary Gilded Age figure now
brightens the entry. (How many projects contain the
decorator-client exchange, “Is this a Sargent under
your mother’s bed?”) There are fabled houses like Blenheim in this family’s story, but ultimately this is about
an American woman living in New York today. After
raising three children in this apartment, she wanted to
“turn it into an apartment for me.”
Says Sch a fer : “Her
brief to us was really
practical. We just ever so
slightly raised the level
of things to where we
thought they should be.”
What does that mean,
exactly? “Architraves for
w i ndow s t h at d id n’t
have them. Higher doors
with paneled jambs. The
kitchen was built as a
service space, not really
for use by the owner at
all, and we had to f ix
that. But I never wanted
to upstage Tom’s understated elegance—or the
owner’s. She has real
warmth as a person.”
Scheerer, not known
for overintellectualizing
his projects, gets right
to the point. “I couldn’t
m a k e it wo r s e , s o I
had to make it better,
somehow,” he says. He
reimag i ned t he f loor
plan with fewer, more
persona l room s. T he
library, opened up to the main bedroom, is now a sitting room. A child’s room was transformed into the
aforementioned smoking room (a wink to old New
York). The dining room became dramatic. “When
Tom said he wanted to paint it black”—an homage to
Louise Grunwald’s famous dining room by Albert
Hadley—“that scared me,” the owner admits. “I loved
my orange dining room. But I trust Tom implicitly.
Why hire a decorator if you’re going to fight them
every step of the way?”
Nobody went crazy, but with so much understatement going around, what is Schafer most proud of?
“That no one would know we did anything.” ◾

In the dining room, the table is custom, the Regency chair cushions were embroidered by
Penn & Fletcher, and the custom columns are topped with Isabelle Sicart ceramic lights from
Rose Uniacke. The rug is by Allegra Hicks for Christopher Farr, and the Roman shade is of a
Zimmer + Rohde linen. OPPOSITE: In the gallery, a pencil portrait of the owner’s greatgrandmother by John Singer Sargent hangs above an 18th-century marquetry commode. The
umbrella stand is by Fornasetti, and the walls are sheathed in Caba Company’s Barkskin.

ABOVE: In the kitchen, the Josef

Hoffmann stools are from Bauhaus 2
Your House, the cabinetry is custom,
and the subway tiles are by Ann
Sacks. The billiard-style pendant is
from Ann-Morris, the flooring is by
APC Cork, and the decoupaged trays
on the wall are by John Derian. LE F T:
A sitting room’s sofa and side chair
are in a Quadrille paisley, the antique
slipper chair is French, and the cocktail table is an antique Chinese trunk.
The walls are painted in Blue Muscari
by Benjamin Moore, and the artwork
over the sofa is by Donald Baechler.
OPPOSITE: In the breakfast room, a
Saarinen table is surrounded by Sika
Design chairs with cushions in a
Holland & Sherry stripe. The pendant
is from Rose U
 niacke, the bone-inlay
mirror is from John Rosselli &
A ssociates, and the walls are papered
in 1890s botanical prints by João
Barbosa Rodrigues. The rug is from
Studio Four NYC, and the matchstick
blinds are by Hartmann & Forbes.
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OPPOSITE: In the sitting room next

to the main bedroom, a Georgian
gilt-wood mirror hangs on a wall
sheathed in a Robert Kime silk. The
armchair is in a Zimmer + Rohde
linen, the slipper chair is in a Lisa
Fine Textiles fabric, and the custom
carpet is from Studio Four NYC.
RIGHT, CLOC K WISE FROM TOP
LE F T: The powder room’s sink is

from Urban Archaeology, the mirror
is from the estate of Mario Buatta,
the sconce is from Ann-Morris, and
the walls are sheathed in Ann Sacks
mirrored tiles. In the guest bedroom, the custom headboard and
18th-century chair are in Holland &
Sherry fabrics, and the bed is
dressed in Sferra linens; the nightstand is from Chelsea Textiles, and
the wallcovering is by Phillip Jeffries.
In the main bedroom sitting room, a
Verner Panton chair for Vitra pulls
up to a custom desk, and the
Regency bench was reupholstered
by Luther Quintana Upholstery.
For details, see Resources.
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